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Flat Six-Pointed Star
Star Spirals
Bellflowers
Starflowers

Rings
Earrings

Starcycles
Reverse Starflowers

Morphing Surfaces 

Patterns

As Kathryn explored the implications 
of these two alternating progressions, 

she created an incredible library 
of Star-based mechanical Cycles, 
Slinky-stacking Spirals and several 
very unusual Morphing Surfaces.

Beadwork by Kathryn Shriver (Starcycle, 
top) and Susannah Thomson 

(Blue Star Spiral, right).
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These fundamental forms start with a reinforced 
(but not knotted) circle of six beads in the center, 
just like the start of a Warped Hexagon (pg. xx).

 Once the center of the form is established, a 
Hexagon Decrease line is started in the beadwork 

between each set of Triangle Increase lines. 
The precise placement of the decrease line prevents 

any warping and ruffling for a neat flat fit.

Stars and Starflowers

Beadwork on this page by Kathryn Shriver. 
From top: Simple Flat Star, Cupped Reverse 

Starflowers, stacked Bellflowers.

This is a play on two existing increase 
and decrease patterns, and it is certain 
that other beaders have also used this 

alternating progression technique to create 
stars or to tailor beadwork. We at CGB 
had never thought of doing it, so when 
Susannah Thomson’s Blue Star Spiral 

(opposite page) came in the mail, we dove 
into the concept like it was the only sea 
we had ever seen, and that single piece 

inspired our entire Superstar series.

Technical Family Tree
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Flat Six-Pointed Star

The Flat Six-Pointed Star 
begins with six beads in 

a circle (no knot).

Step up at the same place at the end of each round.

[AA],  C 
[AA],  2D  
[AA],  B, (P/T 1D), B  (P/Ts cross the C spacers)
 
[AA],  B, C, B  
[AA],  B, 2D, B
[AA],  2B, (P/T 1D), 2B

[AA],  2B, C, B2    
[AA],  2B, 2D, 2B    
[AA],  3B, (P/T 1D), 3B
 
[AA],  3B, C, 3B

 4
 5
 6

 7
 8
 9

           10
           11
           12

           13

[AA]  Place two A beads between each starting bead and step up.             2 

Repeat each step six times around the Star, and step up at the sixth point each time.

 STRING 6A, P/T x 2   Pass through the circle twice, with no knot. Leave a 6” tail.
     
 1 

ROUND

[AA], P/T Place two A beads on top of each increase set placed in Round 2 
  and pass through at the base of each stack without adding any
  beads. Step up through two beads at the sixth point.

             3 
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We used 2.5 gm of Miyuki Delica 11° cylinder beads

A
B
C
D

matte gold: start + Triangle Increases
yellows: peyote-stitched fabric 
navy blue: Decrease spacers
bright red: peyote Fill beads

331
2103,1132, 721

726
752

Technical Family Tree: This Flat Star architecture 
came to English beader Susannah Thomson’s hands 
in play in 2021, but other beaders have used this and 
other mixed progressions to make star shapes before. 

Using this basic tailoring sequence as a starting point, 
Kathryn Shriver riffed on the Star Spiral, rounded 

points into petals, reversed the order of the progres-
sions, and created Cycles and Surfaces.

Chapter illustrations were done by Karen Beningfield 
and Kathryn Shriver. Explore all of the variations, and 

be sure to show us what you do with them. 

Find blank graphs for colouring on pages xx-xx.

Colourway: In this pattern, the matte gold Triangle 
Increase beads create the six main points of the star. 

In our charts these beads are bolded [AA]. 

The three-round Hexagon Decrease progression is 
marked with blue C spacers that sit in the valleys and 
red D “fill” beads that bracket them. Notice that the D 

beads are part of the peyote fabric, but were given their 
own colour to highlight the completion of the decrease, 

which is done by passing through the D beads.

We mixed three colours of yellow for our B bead, using 
the deepest tone at the center and neon at the edges. 

Using only one colour of yellow is fine too. 

Difficulty: Intermediate

Techniques: Geometric Peyote, Triangle 
Increases, Hexagon Decreases. 

Our charts step up at the bottom 
(at the red stars) and are beaded in 

a clockwise direction. 

Alternating Triangle Increase & Hexagon Decrease
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Flat Star:  Illustrated Pattern

We used 2.5 gm of Miyuki Delica 11° cylinder beads

A
B
C
D

matte gold:  start + Triangle Increases
yellows:  peyote-stitched fabric 
navy blue:  Decrease spacers
bright red:  peyote “fill” beads

331
2103,1132, 721

726
752

Difficulty: Intermediate

Techniques: Geometric Peyote, Triangle 
Increases, Hexagon Decreases. 

Our charts step up at the bottom (at the red 
stars) and are beaded in a clockwise direction. 

Use a medium tension.

When your Star has reached the desired size, 
weave in the starting and working threads 
toward the center and trim them cleanly.

   2.

1.   STRING 6A and P/T x 2     
Pass through the circle twice, with no knot, leaving a six-inch tail. Don’t pull the
starting thread snug until the Star shape is established in later rounds.

INCREASES ONLY   [AA], PT center bead
Place two A beads between each of the six beads in the circle, and step up, emerging 
beteween the first two increase beads placed.

INCREASES ONLY   [AA], PT
This round also places only increase beads. Place a new two-bead increase on top of 
each of the six previous increases placed in Round 2, and step up, emerging beteween 
the first two increase beads placed.

We will continue to place two A increase beads at the tip of each point for every round.

In Round 4 the Hexagon Decrease cycle starts in the valleys with the placement of the 
first C spacers. This decrease will neatly define the valleys with its unique threadpath 
and will keep the Star flat as the beading progresses. Use a medium tension.

   3.

Step up at the same 
place in each round 

(at the red stars).
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 Alternating Triangle Increase & Hexagon Decrease

  7.   INCREASES + PEYOTE + SPACERS:  [AA], B,C,B 

  8.   INCREASES + PEYOTE + FILL BEADS:   [AA], B, 2D, B

  9.   INCREASES + PEYOTE + P/T DECREASE:   [AA], 2B, (P/T D), 2B

  4.   INCREASES + SPACERS:   [AA], C    (repeat each step x 6 from here on)
Place a two-bead Triangle Increase atop each point, and a C spacer in 
between each of the top set of increase beads from Step 3. Step up through 
the final increase. Now is a good time to gently pull the center thread snug, 
weave it into the work, and trim it so that it is out of your way.

5.   INCREASES + FILL BEADS:  [AA], 2D 
Place two-bead increases atop every point and and peyote stitch one D bead 
on either side of each C spacer. Step up at the sixth point.

  6.   INCREASES + PEYOTE + P/T DECREASE:   [AA], B, (P/T D), B
Place two-bead increases atop every point, peyote stitch B beads along the 
sides of each point, and pass through both D beads in each valley without 
adding a bead in between them. The pass-through threads in this pattern cross 
the C spacers.

The two-bead (Triangle) increases and peyote fabric build
consistently in every round, while the Hexagon Decrease progression changes over 

a 3-round cycle. Round 7 will begin the the progression again with C spacers.

The decrease cycle begins again in Round 10, with increasing numbers of 
peyote beads placed in each round as the beaded fabric grows. 

Find the illustrations for Rounds 10-13 on the following page.

. . . . . . . 

. . .
 . . 

. . 

 . . . . . 

 . . . . . 

 . . . . . 

 . . . . . 
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Flat Star:  Illustrated Pattern

Blank Graphs

Test your original colour design  ideas!
Custom Design Graphs, pgs. xx-xx.

Continue adding rounds until your Star is the desired size. 
We built our demo out to 13 rounds of work.

10.  INCREASES + PEYOTE + SPACERS:            [AA], 2B, C, B2 

11.  INCREASES + PEYOTE + FILL BEADS          [AA], 2B, 2D, 2B

12.  INCREASES + PEYOTE + P/T DECREASE:   [AA], 3B, (P/T D), 3B

13.  INCREASES + PEYOTE + SPACERS:           [AA], 3B, C, 3B

Continue as desired, following the three-round progression of 
Increase, Fill, and a pass-through Decrease.

 . . . . . . 

. . .
 . . 

. . .
 . . 

. . .
 . . 

. . 

. . .
 . . 

. . .
 .

. . . . . . . . . . . 
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Finishing Techniques, Counting Rounds

Triangle Increase 
Line

Hexagon Decrease 
Line

. . . .  

. . . . . 

1

1

11

1
1

2

3

4

5
6

8

7

9

On Tailoring
We chose to stop our pattern demo after the placement of a round of C spacers (in 

Round 13) so that our valleys would be marked by blue dots, but if we had stopped after 
Round 14, which places D beads, the valleys would show two red dots instead.

When finishing her Concentric Stripes Star above, Karen Beningfield left the final 
increases off of each Star tip for a softer, more rounded edge. Experiment!

Beadwork in this pattern by Kathryn Shriver 
and Karen Beningfield, illustrations by 

Karen Beningfield.
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Illustrations courtesy of 
Karen Beningfield


